From 2008 to current, the Honda Kit loom has omitted the speed signal wire from the OE Dash connector. In order to get Gear / Speed you will need to create this link.

Gear position on the Honda is derived from the ratio of Speed and RPM, so to get GEAR you will need to do this mod.

1. Unclip the OE connector from the dash and have a close look at it. You will see that the pins are numbered. Find pin number 4 and remove the pin from the connector (Pink/Black wire). Cut the wire going to this pin with enough length to join another piece of wire.

2. Now join another piece of wire to the removed pin. Run this new wire to the speed pickup sensor (on top of the gear box) and join to the Pink/Green wire.

3. Now plug the loose pin into position 5 of the OE Dash connector.

Test by selecting a ROAD mode and ensure that speed is working. If it is, then you will be able to configure the gear to work.

If you have any questions or wish to speak to our Tech Team please call us on +44 (0)1795 429168 or email info@HMQuickshifter.com